Abstract-In accordance with the company's request, we have designed an Access Control System based on multistage firewalls, whose work flow consists of the centralized management, application, check and automatically alteration of firewalls, to effectively control the access to the server from the clients. In a most economical way, it saves the human resources and promotes the operation efficiency of the whole company.
INTRODUCTION
The Access Control System is a significant branch of software engineering as well as being an effective tool to control the clients' access to the server within a company [1, 2] . The normal operation of a company and the working efficiency of the personnel will be influenced directly by the quality of the Access Control System. However, different companies use it in a quite different way. Generally speaking, there are four limitations of the Access Control tools in traditional IT industry.
First of all, with the increase in the quantity of clients and servers, access control chaos will easily occur if the devices have their clients and servers under no centralized management [3] . Second, along with the rise in the number of the requests for the access to the server and of the clients, the workload of the network administrator is also increasing even to the extent of being unable to control the Internet within a company [4] . Third, the traditional method of obtaining operating records needs a specific accessed server [5] , which takes lots of manpower, material resources and time as well as causing data chaos. Last but not least, the traditional method to process the access control among different cities is too complicated to cause inefficiency.
II. OUR SOLUTIONS OF THE ACCESS CONTROL
Aiming at solving currently-existing problems, we have designed an Access Control System based on multistage firewalls, which is a kind of intermediate control device between clients and the sever [6] . When applying for the access to the server, clients need to fill in an application form, which will be checked after handing it in. If the application form passes, the system will generate the batch processing command of firewalls by extracting the application form's information. When it is the set time to start the access, the system will automatically execute the command-line configuration in order to open the specific server port; however, when it is the set time to terminate the access, command-line configuration will be executed again to close the server port. Nevertheless, if it fails to pass, the system will suspend the application immediately. Therefore, the safe access between the clients and server within a company including all the branch offices in different cities is implemented.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Business Logic
After analysis and simulation, we classify all the system users into three roles in the end. They are applicants, checkers and network administrators. The network administrators carry out the unified maintenance to each role of the system users, who have different using permissions.
For the applicants, they log in to fill in the application form which needs detailed information including source IP address, destination IP address, opening protocol, port and the access time etc.
For the checkers, they log in to check the application form. If the application form passes, the system will automatically generate relevant configuration command of firewalls and send processing batch command at the set time to the HyperTerminal of Windows or to the minicom of Linux to configure the settings of the firewalls. Only after the firewall configuration can the applicants have the direct access to the applied destination IP. The network administrators, meanwhile, can monitor the potential dangerous operation of the visitors as well as having the permission to maintain the information of the server, firewalls and the personnel. We also take advantage of the hardware firewalls. The hardware firewalls will have relevant version and log records about every configuration of firewall settings, which will be automatically saved by our Access Control System. The figure 1 below shows the business logic of this system.
B. Function Design
As for our system, we will illustrate its function design from three perspectives.
First of all, permission application and query function. This function is the core function of the whole system, integrating the information of the filt-in application form, query for detailed information and state check etc. It is designed to satisfy the application, query and other operations of the applicants as well as meeting the network administrators' needs of unified management of the applicants' application.
Second, diversity management functions of the network administrators. Information of personnel, servers, firewalls and ports can be diverisifiedly managed by the network administrators, aiming at promptly update all kinds of important information of the system and ensuring that there is zero mistake in all applicants' information.
Third, function of multistage firewalls' automatic configuration. We have implemented the automatic configuration of the firewalls when there is cascading firewalls within a city or among several cities. Realized by the technology of processing batch, this function has an excellent safety performance and strong stability.
C. Database Design
The database design employs the PostgreSQL, an objectrelation database management system [7] . The database is designed in both the applicants' and network administrators' respects.
With the application form as its core, it altogether consists of eleven forms. Associating the application form with other ten forms, they altogether generate a one-to-many date association [8] (as shown in the figure 2 about the database). Each form adopts our newly invented UUID [9] . Among these elven database forms, our UUID does not appear on the system interface or have any data redundancy besides functioning as a unique identifier. Furthermore, any field information can be configured at will without any influence on the database. 
IV. AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION TECHNOLOGY OF MULTISTAGE FIREWALLS
A. Fundamentals of Multistage Firewalls' Automatic Configuration
The increasing number of clients and servers accompanies the increasing needs for more firewalls, and there may occur cascaded multistage firewalls. It is for this reason that we focus on the fundamentals of multistage firewalls' automatic configuration. According to the operation principles of firewalls [10, 11, 12] , we have already known that every firewall will set an exit of its own to be the entrance from the outside. Hence, if there is a cascaded multistage firewalls [11] , we will label the exit as 1 but no exit as 0. By labeling the positions, we can find the entrance of the next level firewall one by one and send the command one by one to implement the automatic configuration of the multistage firewalls.
From the multistage firewalls' situation, as shown in the figure 3, we can see the execution flow of the command. Outside, outer and external are the exits labeled as 1. 
B. Work Flow and Algorithm
First of all, the source IP address s_ip and the destination IP address d_ip of the application form should be extracted from the database to match the interface table of protocol. The compare () function implements the match of the IP scope, so that the source IP address and the destination IP address of the dependent firewalls, firewall interface and its area can be found. The required commands of the configured firewalls are screened according to the previous results. If two IPs belong to one firewall, two respective commands need generating; if not, four commands need generating.
Then the important information of the application form, such as the field of the opening protocol and port, should be extracted. By using the combination () function together with the formerly generated IP addresses could the final required command of the firewalls be generated [13] .
Specified firewall formalization is expressed as: <order> <protocol> <s_ip> <s_port> <d_ip> <d_port> <action>
In the end, by using the timerTest () function to extract the field of the access time can the waiting state be activated. At the beginning of the access time, the system will automatically send the firewall command to the hyper terminal of the Windows in order to open corresponding protocol and port of the server to the clients. At the end of the access time, system will send the firewall command to the HyperTerminal of Windows again to end the access. Then the system will record and save all the commands sent during this access.
The algorithm for the automatic configuration of multistage firewalls [14] , the generateCommand () function, is expressed as: generateCommand（s_ip, d_ip, ipScope） Input: s_ip: the source IP address of the applicant d_ip: the destination IP address of the applicant ipScope: the relations among the IP scope, port and firewalls maintained in the firewall interface table.
for i ∈{1...max} do compare(s_ip , ipScope ) print firewall(s_ip) ,flag(s_ip) compare(d_ip , ipScope ) print firewall(d_ip),flag(d_ip) combination(protocol, s_ip , d_ip, d_port) bati ← combinationi timerTest(myTime ,bati ) end of for Output: h(x) ← timerTest
C. Algorithm for the Rule Conflicts Detection
In order to improve the accuracy and safety performance of the multistage firewalls, we try to detect the rule conflicts while the firewalls' commands are configurated at the same time [15, 16] . We use the improved algorithm for the rule conflicts detection based on the decision tree [17] . This algorithm detects the errors which frequently occur in the configuration of firewalls from five perspectives, such as the absence of default rule, existence of independence rule, mutual shielding among rules, cross-conflict of rules and the redundancy of rules [18] .
In order to immediately determine [18, 19] whether there is a rule configuration error, we should first compare its filtration field and put the results into tempArray. TempArray has array items which correspondingly stores five results, namely, protocol field, source IP address field, source port field, destination IP address field and destination port field. Let's first compute the product of the five items by using the formula If the product equals zero, there exists conflict; if not, the compute will continue next formula
. If the result does not equal zero, we continue the compute. In this way can we determine whether there is any rule conflict between T1 and T2.
Algorithm of the rule conflicts detection, the conflictDetection () function, is express as: conflictDetection(rule_table t) for k = 1 to t. 
A. Analysis of Experiment Results
Experimental data are tested several times according to different network segment, areas, protocols and ports, as shown in figure 4 . only once in the 30 experiments, which proves its relative stability. Under other circumstances, success rate are all above 90%. Here are several reasons causing the failure and instability. First, the matching arithmetic of firewalls among different cities may lack accuracy, which causes the opening of the wrong port; second, the scope of the algorithm for the rule conflicts detection is not comprehensive enough and can cause the omission; third, in rare cases, the commands of firewalls fail to be sent out, which causes partial implementation of the configuration command.
B. Contrast and prospects
This system implements the access control within a company located in two or even more cities. However, it still has many disadvantages and needs improving. First, screen recording function of the server should be added to enhance the access safety of the server. Second, this system has no alarm operation. We assume that it can be implemented by the means of matching the operation commands. This means needs to fill the relevant operations in the application form. The real operations will be recorded at the end of the access to match those filt-in application forms. If there is any unauthorized operation, the alarm will take actions. An Access Control System based on multistage firewalls like this will constantly improve itself and thus will play an important role in the field of software engineering.
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